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Circadian rhythm, or daily oscillation, of behaviors and biological processes is a fundamental feature of mam-
malian physiology that has developed over hundreds of thousands of years under the continuous evolutionary
pressure of energy conservation and efficiency. Evolution has fine-tuned the body’s clock to anticipate and
respond to numerous environmental cues in order to maintain homeostatic balance and promote survival.
However, we now live in a society in which these classic circadian entrainment stimuli have been dramatically
altered from the conditions under which the clock machinery was originally set. A bombardment of artificial
lighting, heating, and cooling systems that maintain constant ambient temperature; sedentary lifestyle; and the
availability of inexpensive, high-calorie foods has threatened even the most powerful and ancient circadian
programming mechanisms. Such environmental changes have contributed to the recent staggering elevation
in lifestyle-influenced pathologies, including cancer, cardiovascular disease, depression, obesity, and diabetes.
This review scrutinizes the role of the body’s internal clocks in the hard-wiring of circadian networks that have
evolved to achieve energetic balance and adaptability, and it discusses potential therapeutic strategies to reset
clock metabolic control to modern time for the benefit of human health. (Endocrine Reviews 36: 289–304, 2015)
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I. Introduction

The evolutionary biologist Theodosius Dobzhansky
posited that “nothing in biology makes sense except

in the light of evolution” (1). This doctrine applies well to
the observation of endogenous biological rhythms whose

phase is approximately the length of a day on earth, which
are referred to as circadian rhythm. These measurable sys-
temic outputs are the end-product of a vast, coordinated
circuitry, central to which are a fundamental molecular
mechanism referred to as the core clock. Most organisms
on the planet have such a clock, which is entrained by light
and anticipates as well as adapts to external demands to
promote organismal fitness. Hundreds of thousands of
years of environmental (eg, the 24-hour period of the
earth’s rotation about its axis) and nutrient-derived (eg,
availability of food) inputs have shaped the rhythmic pro-
gramming of biological and behavioral output, conferring
the presumed benefit of selective advantage.

A. Circadian clock machinery

One of the simplest biological clocks is present in cya-
nobacteria and consists of three proteins (KaiA, KaiB, and
KaiC) that oscillate in a self-sustained phosphorylation/
dephosphorylation cycle. This clock prevents DNA repli-
cation during daylight under the harmful UV rays of the
sun and increases organismal survival and reproductive
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fitness (2–4). However, the complexity of higher-order
metazoans demands a more advanced, multifaceted
system.

In mammals, the core molecular clock that is present in
each cell is comprised of an autoregulatory transcription-
al/translational feedback loop (5–7) that is reset daily by
the master clock located in the hypothalamic suprachias-
matic nucleus (SCN) (8, 9). As detailed in Figure 1, two
bHLH transcriptional activators, circadian locomotor
output cycles kaput (CLOCK) (10, 11) and brain and mus-

cle ARNT-like 1 (BMAL1 a.k.a. ARNTL) (12, 13), het-
erodimerize and bind to promoter E-box elements to in-
duce expression of the repressive arm of the clock, which
include cryptochromes 1 and 2 (CRY1/2) (14, 15) and
periods 1, 2, and 3 (PER1/2/3) (16) and the nuclear re-
ceptors, Rev-erb� and � (17–19). CRY and PER form a
regulatory complex, which directly inhibits CLOCK-
BMAL1 transactivating function, whereas Rev-erb� and
-� repress Bmal1 transcription (20) through recruitment
of histone deacetylase 3 (21). Another set of nuclear re-

ceptors, RAR-orphan receptor � and
� (ROR� and -�), are induced by
CLOCK-BMAL1 and function as
transcriptional circadian activators
(22) to positively feedback on Bmal1
expression (23) in competition with
Rev-erb� and -� (24). Additionally,
casein kinase 1� and -� (CK1�/�) con-
tribute to clock function through the
phosphorylation and destabilization
of PER proteins (25–27) while
FBXL3 directs the E3 ubiquitin li-
gase-mediated degradation of CRY
proteins (28–30).

B. Evolution of the CRY proteins
Despite the dramatic variation in

the complexity of metazoans, there is
significant conservation of the core
components of this evolutionary
clock toolset. Instead of synthesizing
entirely new parts de novo, there ap-
pears to be a repurposing of master
regulatory factors to accommodate
the selective pressures of the individ-
ual organism. This concept is exem-
plified in the CRY proteins. This core
clock component possesses strong
sequence homology reminiscent of
photolyases (31, 32), which are
light-activated DNA repair enzymes,
suggesting that the ancient ancestor of
this timekeeper tightly linked the ac-
tive maintenance of genomic integrity
with exposure to the sun to counteract
the damaging effects of the UV-in-
duced pyrimidine dimerization.

In Drosophila and plants, CRY
homologs function as blue light pho-
toreceptors and directly connect
light exposure to regulation of the
molecular clock (33–35). Interest-

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Interplay between the cell-autonomous clock and metabolism. The core biological
clock, present in every cell in the body, consists of an autoregulatory transcriptional feedback
loop. The activating arm (highlighted in green) is comprised of the transcriptional regulators
BMAL1 and CLOCK, which heterodimerize and induce the expression of the inhibitory arm
(highlighted in red). The inhibitory arm contains Rev-erb, CRY, and PER factors. Rev-erb acts to
suppress transcription of Bmal1, whereas CRY and PER directly inhibit the activating function of
BMAL1/CLOCK heterodimer complexes. Members of both activating and inhibitory arms of the
clock coordinate metabolic programming through the transcriptional control of clock-controlled
genes (CCG) involved in a wide array of bioenergetic networks. The metabolic output resulting
from this regulation feeds back on individual clock components, linking the energetic fitness of
the cell with circadian functionality. Various nodes in this sustained molecular loop are subject to
further control by intracellular oscillations of key metabolites, including heme, NAD�, and AMP.
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ingly, both these photolyase and photoreceptor properties
appear to have been lost in mammals (36), most likely
because the specific selective pressure that faced simpler
eukaryotes was superseded by a more pressing demand or
was circumvented by an alternate mechanism.

C. Interplay between the clock and energy metabolism
The circadian clock machinery is also responsible for

modulating the expression of numerous tissue-specific,
bioenergetic programs to orchestrate systemic metabolic
rhythms (37–39). This communication between the clock
and physiological function is of chief importance when
considering evolutionary influence on circadian net-
works. However, binding of these circadian transcrip-
tional regulators to obligate sequences in target promoters
does not solely explain the rhythmicity of all gene products
(40). To ensure appropriate coordination of complex met-
abolic biologies, such as those found in mammals, clock
regulators employ an array of accessory activators and
repressors to coordinate multiple, distinct transcriptional
phases throughout the day (41). Moreover, a significant
amount of post-transcriptional processing and transla-
tional control, including rhythmic RNA-binding proteins
(42), contributes additional layers of regulation in defin-
ing the circadian landscape (43–46).

The deeply rooted interplay between circadian rhythm
and evolutionary homeostatic pressure is evidenced by the
numerous mechanisms through which the clock is directly
wired into the energetic state of the cell (47) (summarized
in Figure 1). Rhythmic genomic binding of CLOCK-
BMAL1 heterodimers is profoundly influenced by NAD�/
NADH redox status (48). Circadian oscillation of the
NAD� biosynthetic enzyme, nicotinamide phosphoribo-
syltransferase, drives rhythmic levels of NAD�, which ac-
tivate the NAD�-dependent deacetylases, sirtuin 1
(SIRT1) in the cytosol and nucleus (49–51) and SIRT3 in
the mitochondria (52), to direct metabolic output. Heme
acts as a ligand for Rev-erb�, thereby conferring an ener-
gy-sensing capacity to the repressive arm of the clock (53,
54). Additionally, the circadian clock is sensitive to
changes in the AMP/ATP ratio through AMP-activated
protein kinase (AMPK)-mediated phosphorylation and
subsequent degradation of CRY (55). Perhaps the oldest
and most conserved example of this integral pairing of
circadian rhythm and selective evolutionary pressure is in
the transcription-independent cycling of peroxiredoxin
enzymes, which protect against the daily rhythmic in-
crease in reactive oxygen species and is found across all
domains of life from bacteria to eukaryota (56–58). How-
ever, the physiological readout of this circadian rhythm
remains to be established (59).

D. Clock metabolic control in modern societies:
programming in need of an upgrade

Evolution has instated this molecular framework of cir-
cadian control to adapt and thrive under the selective pres-
sures of food scarcity, seasonal changes in sunlight avail-
ability, and variable range of temperature exposure.
Although this fine-tuned system was sufficient for many
thousands of years, we have rapidly developed societal
conditions, which seem to exceed the adaptive limitations
of our circadian programming (Figure 2). With the intro-
duction of 24-hour fast food restaurants and the help of
multibillion dollar snack and beverage industries, cheap
and calorically dense meals are accessible at any time of
day. This trend is even more detrimental to human health
combined with a growing population of shift workers,
more regular travel across time zones, social jet lag, and
nearly constant exposure to artificial light pollution. Mak-
ing matters worse, most people work, recreate, and reside
in indoor conditions where heating and cooling advances
maintain a continuous ambient environment. Coupling
this to a largely sedentary lifestyle creates a situation re-
quiring little or no energy expenditure to defend our body
temperature or exert physical activity, in stark contrast to
the realities with which our ancestors were frequently
faced.

It is likely not a coincidence that radical adjustments in
these environmental parameters of nutrition, light, and
temperature are correlated with dramatic increases in the
rates of obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, depres-
sion, and many types of cancer (60–71). To this end, we
will now explore tissue-specific circadian biology with an
evolutionary perspective and examine how these func-
tions have or have not become outdated or broken down
in the face of modern societal conditions. Ultimately, we
hope that these insights will identify areas of circadian
metabolic control that can be targeted for novel therapeu-
tic strategies to rewire specific clock-regulated pathways
with minimal or no detriment to the core machinery.

II. Tissue-Specific Contributions to Circadian
Physiology

Mammalian integrative physiology requires that a net-
work of specialized cells, organs, and tissues communicate
with one another via the nervous and endocrine systems.
This system is inherently interactive, with certain organs
acting as nodes, or centers, that play disproportionate
roles in behavior, energy consumption and storage, and
fuel selection, as detailed in this section. However, an im-
portant consideration when assessing tissue-specific cir-
cadian metabolic control is the contribution of central
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regulation by the master clock vs the
cell-autonomous clocks. This dis-
tinction is best addressed using con-
ditional, tissue-specific deletion and
will be noted, where possible,
throughout the section.

A. Brain: the command center
The SCN is the master circadian

regulator that synchronizes the rest
of the cellular clocks. Light, one of
the chief zeitgebers, is sensed by a
specific set of photoreceptors located
in the retina (72, 73), and signals are
relayed to the hypothalamic SCN
(Figure 2A). The SCN in turn com-
municates with other neurons in the
central nervous system to coordinate
organismal rhythmicity in a highly
complex network that has been more
extensively reviewed elsewhere (9,
74). The absolute requirement of the
SCN in systemic circadian control
was demonstrated by specifically in-
troducing lesions in the hypothala-
mus. Early, pioneering studies found
that lesions that destroyed or dis-
rupted the SCN ablated rhythmicity
in both drinking and physical activ-
ity (75) as well as corticosterone lev-
els (76) in rats. Similar experiments
further demonstrated that the SCN
was also required for the daily pat-
tern of blood glucose concentration
(77, 78). Finally, SCN grafts into an-
imals with disrupted circadian biol-
ogy were able to rescue and restore
organismal rhythmicity (79).

Wiring the synchronization of all
the individual peripheral clocks
through the light-controlled SCN
provides a number of evolutionary
advantages. Most importantly, one
master regulator more accurately en-
sures appropriate phase alignment in
the diverse organ systems. Coupling
this master controller to an entrain-
ment as continuous and as regular as
light allows the organism to respond
not only to daily changes but also to
seasonal changes. Moreover, one of
the first functions of biological

Figure 2.

Figure 2. Impact of modern environments on evolutionarily programmed circadian functions.
Sunlight, temperature, physical activity, and food intake serve as basic entraining cues, or
zeitgebers, that coordinate tissue-specific circadian processes to cumulatively define whole
organismal physiology. Among these zeitgebers, light is the chief synchronization cue and acts to
reset the master clock (A) in the hypothalamic SCN each day, which then relays signaling to
peripheral tissues. Evolutionarily fine-tuned, tissue-specific circadian processes discussed in this
review are depicted, including: B, heat production by brown adipose; C, energy storage by white
adipose; D, fuel source management between carbohydrate and lipid substrates in the liver; E,
distribution or circulation of blood-borne factors, hormones, and metabolites by the heart; F,
control of blood glucose levels by the pancreas; G, capacity for movement and activity by skeletal
muscle; and H, food processing and nutrient extraction by the gut microbiome. A combination of
light pollution from artificial light sources, sedentary lifestyles largely lacking physical activity,
continuous access to high-calorie foods, and living conditions maintained at constant ambient
temperature have all contributed to the disruption of circadian fitness.
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clocks may have been to provide a mechanism to taper
mutation-sensitive cellular processes like genome replica-
tion during daylight exposure to UV radiation (2). How-
ever, the central importance of the SCN in whole-animal
circadian control also renders it an unlikely point of ther-
apeutic intervention for correcting outdated evolution-im-
posed circuitry. Instead, restoring clock function and cir-
cadian robustness in neuronal networks may be a more
beneficial pharmacological approach to address deficits in
the central nervous system clock. This strategy has been
promising in ameliorating anxiety-like behavior (80).
Corrective pharmacological approaches could have a pro-
found impact on societal health, given the numerous ge-
netic variants or mutations in clock genes that have been
identified in the population (81–85).

B. Brown adipose tissue: the thermogenic center
Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is a major source of mam-

malian facultative thermogenesis (ie, additional heat pro-
duction above the basal metabolic rate) (86). The classic
model of BAT heat production begins with an initial stim-
ulating event, such as exposure to cold temperature that
elicits brown adipose activity through blood-borne hor-
monal and nutrient prompts as well as direct neuronal
input from the hypothalamus (86, 87). This function is
accomplished through simultaneous consumption of lipid
and carbohydrate fuel sources and rerouting of the mito-
chondrial proton gradient through the thermogenic effec-
tor, uncoupling protein 1 (86).

The unique, energy-dissipating activity of BAT is also
controlled in a circadian manner (88–90) (Figure 2B) by
the clock components, Rev-erb� (91), PER2 (92), and
BMAL1 (93, 94). Rev-erb� levels peak while animals are
sleeping and result in direct transcriptional repression of
the BAT thermogenic program, including Ucp1 (91).
Whole-animal genetic deletion of Rev-erb� largely abol-
ishes the oscillation of BAT activity and whole-animal
core temperature, suggesting that clock control of brown
adipose is a major driver of the circadian rhythm of body
temperature. Consistent with this model, daily increases
and decreases in BAT thermogenesis, as measured by im-
planted telemetric thermometers, were found to precede
corresponding changes in core temperature (95). To fur-
ther underscore the potential impact and physiological
relevance of BAT heat production, previous studies have
demonstrated that even subtle changes in body tempera-
ture, well within the thermogenic range driven by Rev-
erb�, can synchronize or reset peripheral clocks (96, 97).

Clock-mediated regulation of BAT thermogenic func-
tion also exemplifies the integral association between cir-
cadian rhythm and evolutionary demand. As ancient eu-
therians underwent the transition from ectotherms to

endotherms, BAT adopted a more clearly defined role and
conferred a selective advantage not only to survive but also
to thrive in adverse environmental climates (98). How-
ever, given the scarcity of food with which our ancestors
were faced for thousands of years, the energy-dissipating
nature of BAT would also prove highly unfavorable if left
unchecked. In this regard, we hypothesize that the circa-
dian clock was evolutionarily programmed to “turn off”
BAT when its function was not needed, such as during
sleep when most animals are sheltered in ambient envi-
ronments. BAT activity begins increasing once animals
awaken to provide the necessary thermal protection for
hunting and gathering food in harsh environments. This
network has even been further equipped with a fail-safe in
the event that an animal is suddenly exposed to cold tem-
peratures while sleeping. The chief circadian BAT regula-
tor, Rev-erb�, is rapidly and significantly reduced, thereby
facilitating full induction of the thermogenic response
(91).

This rhythmic mechanism of decreasing BAT activity
during sleep is perfectly in line with evolutionary princi-
ples but is now more of a hindrance to metabolic health in
the face of late night eating and calorie-rich, Western diets.
Targeting this brake on BAT function could provide a way
to increase the daily BAT consumption of glucose and fat
stores in a safer and more specific manner than through the
more classic, ubiquitous pathway of adrenergic signaling.
Furthermore, preventing the BAT clock from actively sup-
pressing calorie-burning at night could potentially in-
crease BAT output without an uncomfortable or danger-
ous elevation in body temperature that is perhaps more
likely with strategies that enhance BAT activity beyond its
endogenous maximal capacity. However, whether or not
the difference in energy balance from unlocking the cir-
cadian inhibition of BAT would be significant enough to
mitigate the effects of metabolic syndrome is as yet unde-
termined (91). Given that the circadian rhythm of BAT
function is also correlated with food intake and BAT is
believed to be a contributor to diet-induced thermogenesis
(99), further experiments must also be carried out to tease
apart the mechanistic contributions from central and di-
etary control of the oscillation of BAT activity.

C. White adipose tissue: the storage center
The body’s chief reservoir for diet-derived energy is

white adipose tissue, which accumulates triglycerides.
With a potential energy of 9 kcal/g, triglycerides are the
most efficient storage form of biological energy. During
periods of fasting, white adipose mobilizes these lipid
stores for use as oxidative substrates in peripheral tissue
such as skeletal muscle. In this manner, evolution has pro-
grammed the circadian clock to increase lipolytic path-
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ways during sleep to compensate for the absence of dietary
energy sources in mouse (100, 101) and human (102,
103). Conversely, while animals are awake and feeding,
white adipose builds up triglyceride stores with liver-pro-
duced lipid (Figure 2C).

Circadian control of lipid mobilization is mediated, at
least in part, through CLOCK and BMAL1-induced
rhythm of adipose triglyceride lipase (Atgl) and hormone
sensitive lipase (Hsl) gene expression (100). Indeed, ge-
netic disruption of Bmal1 or use of the dominant negative
Clock�19 (10, 104) mutant results in arrhythmic levels of
serum free fatty acids and decreased lipolysis rates (100,
101), which contributes to the development of obesity.
Additionally, adipose-specific Bmal1 deletion also seems
to influence adipose-hypothalamic cross talk through al-
terations in the level of polyunsaturated lipid species that
are released into the blood (101). The repressing arm of the
clock modulates lipid metabolism through PER2-depen-
dent suppression of the highly adipogenic and insulin-sen-
sitizing nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferator-acti-
vated receptor-� (105) and Rev-erb�-dependent
transcriptional repression of lipoprotein lipase (106).

Adipose tissue is also a key contributor to endocrine
signaling (107) through the production of adipokines, in-
cluding leptin (108), resistin (109), and adiponectin (110),
whose circulating levels are robustly circadian (111, 112).
The satiety adipokine, leptin, reaches peak serum levels in
the early period of the inactive phase in both diurnal (eg,
monkey and human) (113–116) and nocturnal (eg, mouse
and rat) (117, 118) animals. This is consistent with a sup-
pression of appetite in anticipation of sleep. Additionally,
adiponectin and resistin exhibit rhythmic expression pat-
terns, although the physiological function of this oscilla-
tion remains unknown (111, 119, 120).

The conserved circadian functions of white adipose tis-
sue serve to modulate systemic lipid homeostasis through
storage of triglyceride during feeding and provision of pe-
ripheral tissues with fatty acid substrate during fasting.
However, current lifestyle patterns characterized by fre-
quent and high-caloric feeding with shorter periods of
fasting as well as disruptive sleep events, such as jet lag and
shift work, have negatively tilted white adipose metabo-
lism toward storage and accumulation. A trait once selec-
tively desirable for organismal survival when food was
scarce now contributes to ever-expanding waistlines and
deleterious metabolic diseases.

Therapeutic intervention to correct circadian dysregu-
lation of white adipose metabolism would likely have to be
coupled to a method of increasing fat oxidation in periph-
eral tissues. Simply limiting the triglyceride accumulation
in adipose depots could result in a rerouting and deposi-
tion of the lipid in other tissues, such as skeletal muscle and

liver, potentially with even more detrimental conse-
quences. On the other hand, further elucidation of the
circadian endocrine contributions of white adipose could
prove beneficial in developing novel strategies to synchro-
nize systemic energy homeostasis.

D. Liver: the fuel management center
The liver is an organ that has been evolutionarily tasked

with the responsibility of maintaining systemic energy ho-
meostasis through the coordinated synthesis and storage
of lipid and carbohydrate fuel sources (Figure 2D). To
most effectively achieve this balance, the liver receives cues
from the master clock in the SCN as well as independent
signals from the animal’s feeding and fasting behavior
(121–124). However, these neuronal and nutrient-medi-
ated contributors to hepatic metabolic oscillation do not
function in mutual exclusivity. For example, the fasting-
induced hepatokine, fibroblast growth factor 21, directly
influences central circadian networks through binding to
its obligate coreceptor, �-KLOTHO, in the SCN (125).
Additionally, adrenally produced glucocorticoid hor-
mones antagonize the capacity of altered feeding times to
uncouple central and peripheral control over liver meta-
bolic rhythms (126).

Circadian coordination of hepatic energy homeostasis
employs both activating and repressing arms of the core
clock (127, 128). CLOCK and BMAL1 exert a profound
influence on gluconeogenesis and systemic oscillation of
blood glucose (129–132). CLOCK plays a role in the gly-
cogen synthesis pathway by promoting Gys2 expression
(133). Evidence from whole-animal knockout models
demonstrates that PER2 also stimulates glycogen levels
during refeeding through increases in Gys2 (134). Con-
versely, glucose production is negatively regulated by the
CRY proteins, which attenuate glucagon-mediated in-
creases in cAMP levels and diminish gluconeogenic output
(135). CRY1 and -2 also interact with glucocorticoid re-
ceptor in a hormone-dependent manner to directly mod-
ulate the expression of the gluconeogenic effector enzyme,
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1 (Pck1 or Pepck)
(136).

The anticipatory induction in hepatic lipogenic genes
prior to an animal waking and feeding is almost exclu-
sively mediated by derepression of Rev-erb�/� and histone
deacetylase 3 target genes (21, 137, 138). This phenom-
enon is observed in both whole-animal and tissue-specific
models of Rev-erb� disruption, thereby indicating signif-
icant contributions by the peripheral liver clock. Rev-erb�

also modulates the rhythmicity of cholesterol metabolism
through the transcription factor, sterol regulatory ele-
ment-binding protein, and bile acid synthesis through reg-
ulation of Cyp7a1 (139, 140). Oscillations in NAD� bio-
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synthesis drive SIRT3 activation in mitochondria, which
leads to circadian increases in liver fatty acid utilization
during the sleep phase (52). Daily NAD� rhythm in the
cytosol and nucleus coordinates SIRT1-mediated deacety-
lation of histones and core clock components to orches-
trate gene expression (49–51). In addition to SIRT1-de-
pendent histone deacetylation, circadian genome-wide
control of hepatic metabolic programming is elicited in an
intricate network of transcriptional phases driven by in-
dividual clock factors (41, 43, 141).

Cumulatively, these mechanisms define how the liver
clock is hardwired to maintain blood glucose homeostasis.
Liver glycogen stores are depleted while the animal is
asleep and in a fasted state and then replenished through-
out the waking period when the animal maintains blood
glucose through dietary means (133). The increases in the
hepatic lipogenic program that proceed the animal’s first
feeding likely served an evolutionary advantage in maxi-
mizing the amount of energy that could be extracted from
a meal and deposited in adipose depots. Interestingly, the
liver has been shown to mediate intertissue cross talk
through the rhythmic production phosphatidylcholine 18:
0/18:1 to influence circadian lipid utilization in skeletal
muscle (142).

The liver’s circadian programming, which for thou-
sands of years was advantageous due to its coordination
with nutrient availability, eating patterns, and lifestyle
habits, is challenged by our modern society characterized
by caloric excess and increasing prevalence of sleep dis-
ruptions. Indeed, an ad libitum high-fat diet (HFD) im-
pairs liver circadian function (143), and shift workers ex-
hibit significantly higher rates of fatty liver (144).
Moreover, studies examining time-restricted feeding in
mice suggest that the old adage “you are what you eat”
should be amended to also include “you are WHEN you
eat.” When animals were forced to eat during the light
period when they normally sleep, metabolic rhythms in
energy expenditure and body temperature rhythms were
completely reversed (145). However, restricting the time
of food consumption to the normal murine feeding period
at night made it possible to synchronize liver metabolic
pathways, correct dysfunction in the diabetic db/db model
(146), and prevent the development of HFD-induced liver
pathology, without reduction in total daily caloric intake
(147). Strikingly, even time-restricting the HFD only dur-
ing the week and allowing mice ad libitum access during
the weekend to simulate a more recreational human life-
style was sufficient to retain the metabolic benefits ob-
served under constitutive time-restricted feeding (148).

The preponderance of data would therefore suggest
that the most effective “treatment” would be simply
adopting a lifestyle in which eating was restricted to ap-

proximately the same time and within daylight hours.
However, this is an unachievable goal for the growing
percentage of the population working at night or repeat-
edly navigating between time zones. Given that genetic
and dietary disruption of the mouse liver clock leads to
aberrantly overactive lipogenesis and, consequently, ste-
atosis, negatively targeting hepatic lipid production
within the circadian window in which lipogenesis is nor-
mally suppressed could serve as a corrective measure. This
concept has already been proposed for circadian control of
glucose homeostasis. Ectopic induction of CRY1 sup-
pressed gluconeogenesis and improved insulin sensitivity
in a diabetic mouse model (135).

E. Heart: the distribution center
The heart is responsible for ensuring the continuous

circulation of blood-borne oxygen, metabolites, and hor-
mones required for coordinating appropriate organismal
homeostasis. This workload on the heart increases signif-
icantly when animals are active, and therefore the clock
has been configured to accordingly modulate cardiac me-
tabolism throughout the day (149, 150) (Figure 2E). The
circadian rhythm of human heart rate and blood pressure
reaches its nadir, or lowest point, in the early hours of the
morning corresponding to the point of deepest sleep and
lowest core body temperature (151). However, before
waking, both heart rate and blood pressure spike (151).
The manner in which these physiological events precede
the act of arousal and prepare the heart for a heightened
workload exemplifies the anticipatory nature of circadian
evolutionary programming.

This daily oscillation is facilitated metabolically by a
transition between fuel sources. Cardiomyocytes undergo
circadian-driven increases in glucose uptake and glycoly-
sis as well as elevation in triglyceride synthesis immedi-
ately before and during the active waking hours (152–
154). Similar results were seen in rats where hearts isolated
during the dark phase, when rodent activity peaks, dem-
onstrated the highest levels of contractile performance,
carbohydrate oxidation, and oxygen consumption (155).
The rhythm of these processes was largely ablated in car-
diomyocyte-specific models of Clock�19 mutant expres-
sion or Bmal1 deletion (153, 156, 157), indicating a func-
tional dependence on the heart clock itself and a direct role
in cardiac disease. Downstream of the clock, the transcrip-
tional regulator, Krüppel-like factor 15, contributes to the
circadian control of cardiac repolarization, deficits of
which play a causative role in the development of cardiac
arrhythmias (158). Furthermore, the daily decrease or
“dip” in blood pressure is essential, and individuals who
maintain a constitutively elevated cardiac workload are at
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significantly higher risk for damage to peripheral organs
and vasculature (159–161).

The evolutionary structuring of the heart clock to in-
crease carbohydrate utilization and workload before
arousal demonstrates a clear selective advantage in pre-
paring animals for acute bursts of activity necessary for
securing food or safety (162). However, in the context of
modern society, that same circadian program has pro-
foundly impacted the health of individuals undergoing
acute or chronic sleep disruption, particularly in the form
of shift work (163–166). Therapeutic intervention into the
cardiac clock presents a risky proposition given the heart’s
critical role. To this end, perhaps the most viable option in
improving cardiovascular circadian health may simply be
to restore the robustness of the amplitude of the heart
clock in individuals suffering from genetic or environmen-
tal circadian disturbances. This improvement could be ex-
acted through small-molecule activation of the function of
clock components. This functional activation would likely
have to occur independent of protein stabilization because
increased clock factor half-life could negatively impact
periodicity.

F. Pancreas: the glycemic control center
Continuous maintenance of blood glucose levels within

a narrow concentration range is absolutely critical for neu-
ronal functionandsurvival.Glycemichomeostasis ismon-
itored and sustained by the coordinated release of insulin
or glucagon from the pancreas to lower or raise blood
glucose, respectively (Figure 2F). Given the sleep/wake,
feeding/fasting, and active/inactive patterns that mam-
mals exhibit, the biological clock has wired the pancreas
to anticipate daily periods of glucose surges or drops (167–
169). Indeed, pancreatic genes involved in the insulin pro-
duction and secretion pathway oscillate (170), and circu-
lating insulin levels have a circadian rhythm in both
rodents (171) and humans (172, 173). In humans, this
cycling reaches its lowest point during the early hours of
the morning and peaks in the mid-to-late afternoon (172,
173). Although daily feeding patterns likely play an inte-
gral role in coordinating circadian insulin secretion, iso-
lated rat islets exhibit a cell autonomous rhythm of insulin
release, underscoring the importance of the intrinsic pan-
creatic clock (174).

Whole-body Bmal1 knockout and dominant negative
Clock�19 mouse models demonstrate defects in �-cell
proliferation and function and glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion resulting in whole-animal glucose intolerance
(175–177). One route through which BMAL1 is protec-
tive of �-cell function appears to be through preventing
reactive oxygen species buildup via transcriptional induc-
tion in the nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2

(Nrf2) master antioxidant regulatory factor (175, 177).
The repressive arm of the clock also plays a role in the
endocrine signaling from the pancreas. Disruption of Rev-
erb� in �-cells and �-cells significantly attenuated glucose-
stimulated insulin release (178) and low glucose-stimu-
lated glucagon secretion (179), respectively. Conversely,
glucose was more efficacious in stimulating insulin secre-
tion in mice lacking PER2(180). Understanding how and
when the clock most significantly influences insulin and
glucagon secretion would be potentially informative in
modulating appropriate dose concentrations throughout
the day. This is particularly important given the advent of
insulin analogs that are more long-lived than endogenous
pancreatic insulin.

G. Skeletal muscle: the motion center
Skeletal muscle comprises the largest tissue mass in the

human body and accounts for a majority of postprandial
blood glucose disposal (181). Through contractile forces,
skeletal muscle provides the essential means by which an-
imals achieve movement, including the fundamental acts
of survival such as seeking sustenance and shelter and
avoiding predators and environmental hazards (Figure
2G). Skeletal muscle burns different fuels depending on
the metabolic demand, relying more exclusively on glu-
cose during fed conditions and resistance training but
switching primarily to lipid utilization during fasting and
prolonged endurance exercise (182).

Given the close relationship between physical activity
and sleep/wake patterns, it is not surprising that numerous
aspects of skeletal muscle bioenergetic programming are
under the control of the clock in both mice (183, 184) and
humans (185). Although earlier estimates identified 215
circadian genes in mouse skeletal muscle (186), more re-
cent analyses have indicated that over 800 genes exhibit a
circadian rhythm in the tissue (187). Genetic knockout
models have been highly informative in uncovering the
specific regulatory roles of the individual clock compo-
nents in skeletal muscle metabolism.

Muscle-specific inducible deletion of BMAL1 revealed
a striking deficiency in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake
(188). These studies suggested that the activating arm of
the clock is critical in orchestrating the switch in fuel
source from lipid to glucose that occurs during the sleep-
to-wake transition. Additionally, rescuing BMAL1 skele-
tal muscle expression in the context of a whole-animal
knockout partially prevented decreases in overall activity
and body weight and indicated that functional muscle
rhythm has a profound impact on systemic energy homeo-
stasis (189). Further underscoring the importance of clock
control in muscle physiology is the finding that the key
muscle differentiation transcription factor, MyoD, is cir-
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cadian, and disruption of its normal expression pattern
due to either Clock�19 mutation or Bmal1 deletion results
in altered muscle structure and function (190).

The repressive arm of the clock also contributes to skel-
etal muscle circadian programming. Rev-erb� controls
skeletal muscle lipid utilization, at least in part, through
the direct transcriptional regulation of lipoprotein lipase
as evidenced by whole-animal Rev-erb� deletion (106).
Rev-erb� was also found to positively impact exercise ca-
pacity and oxidative metabolism by impinging on the
LKB1-AMPK-SIRT1-PGC-1� axis (191). Interestingly,
the transcriptional coactivator, PGC-1�, has previously
been shown to induce the expression of both Bmal1 and
Rev-erb� in skeletal muscle through the ROR nuclear re-
ceptors (192), ideally illustrating how the cross talk be-
tween the clock and metabolic networks goes in both
directions.

Similar to other tissues such as brown adipose, the cir-
cadian control of skeletal muscle metabolism, particularly
energy substrate selection, was likely evolved as a means
of conservation. Carbohydrate utilization is lowered dur-
ing the resting period, in which the animal is fasting, and
lipid becomes the predominant energy source to preserve
blood glucose levels for appropriate brain function. Before
waking, the clock again signals an anticipatory transition
that reinstates glucose as the chief fuel source readying the
animal for physical activity (eg, food searching). Interest-
ingly, the skeletal muscle peripheral clock not only dictates
a rhythm of functional capacity but is itself subject to in-
fluence and synchronization by physical activity (193).
This helps to explain how the sedentary lifestyle of modern
man has dramatically impacted evolutionary-instated
mechanisms of entrainment. The influence of physical ac-
tivity on the skeletal muscle clock also indicates that ex-
ercise at different times of day may be more or less bene-
ficial and therefore has significant implications for human
health. Additionally, understanding the molecular mech-
anism of circadian skeletal muscle control may provide
potent therapeutic avenues for metabolic disease. Deter-
mining the downstream machinery through which the
skeletal muscle clock switches between fuel sources or
modulates glucose uptake could provide potent, tissue-
specific targets to release the evolutionary brakes to coun-
teract diabetic hyperglycemia or elevate fat-oxidizing
capacity.

H. Gut microbiota: the food-processing center
The human intestine is home to an enormous and highly

diverse population of microorganisms, known as the gut
microbiota, that has coevolved with its host to profoundly
influence organismal energy homeostasis (194–196). The
unique composition of the bacterial milieu confers differ-

ent properties to the host, including influence over which
nutrients can be extracted from foodstuffs (Figure 2H).
Disruption of this delicate host/microbe balance can lead
to severe pathophysiological consequences, such as car-
diovascular disease (197) and obesity (198). Therefore,
the intestinal/gut microbial axis is critical for how the host
“sees” a meal. Given the circadian nature of food intake,
it is not surprising that this dynamic is subject to regulation
by the clock.

Indeed, the counterregulatory activities of clock com-
ponents, ROR�, and Rev-erb� contribute to circadian
cross talk between the intestinal epithelial cells and the gut
microbiota through the transcriptional regulation of toll-
like receptors (199). The core clock also impacts the os-
cillation of bacterial species comprising the microbiota.
Whole-body genetic disruption of the host clock through
Per1 and -2 deletion resulted in loss of bacterial rhythm
(200). Moreover, environmental disruption of mouse and
human circadian rhythm by phase-shifting light:dark cy-
cles and jet lag across time zones, respectively, signifi-
cantly altered 24-hour bacterial patterning (200). Circa-
dian rhythm of the gut microbiota is similarly influenced
by dietary composition. HFD negatively impacts the di-
urnal cycling of the gut microbiota; however, time-re-
stricting HFD to a portion of the dark, active period par-
tially rescues normal oscillation (201). Combining
multiple environmental disruptions and phase-shifting the
light:dark cycles of mice fed a high-fat/high-sugar diet fur-
ther compounded the detrimental effects on the gut mi-
crobiome (202).

From a therapeutic perspective, the gut microbiome
offers unique avenues for developing novel treatment
strategies (203). Proof-of-concept studies have shown that
bacteria that were genetically engineered to produce a ben-
eficial metabolite were capable of reducing adiposity, in-
sulin resistance, and hepatic steatosis in obese mice (204).
Similar probiotic approaches could be used to correct,
re-establish, or maintain appropriate rhythm in the gut
flora population. The gut microbiome and its circadian
patterning likely coevolved with the host to maximize cal-
orie extraction, given the relative scarcity of food avail-
ability for thousands of years. Additional investigation of
the microbiome composition at different times of day
(200) could reveal specific oscillating bacterial subtypes
responsible for diurnal variation in the capacity for pro-
cessing foodstuffs.

III. Conclusion

A central thesis of this review is that evolutionarily selected
circadian clock mechanisms are impacted by modern life-
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styles. This new challenge raises the possibility of circa-
dian-based therapeutic strategies that modulate the activ-
ities of core clock components. For example, Rev-erb�

agonists have been suggested to increase energy expendi-
ture and reduce adiposity in diet-induced obese mouse
models (205), enhance exercise capacity (206), and sup-
press anxiety-like behavior (80). Nevertheless, despite
these potential beneficial effects, targeting core clock com-
ponents carries a risk, given their functional presence in
every cell of the body. The diverse metabolic roles of clock
factors in various tissues further complicate the systemic
use of ubiquitous agonists or antagonists.

To this end, delving deeper into the tissue-specific
mechanisms through which the clock controls key meta-
bolic pathways offers a selective advantage with lower risk
for adverse side effects. Importantly, taking the evolution-
ary purpose of various clock-controlled functions into ac-
count provides a valuable filter through which to pinpoint
the networks that might be most clinically efficacious. For
example, can we develop targeted therapeutic strategies to
stop clock-mediated down-regulation of brown fat heat
production, increase muscle glucose sensitivity through-
out the day, or attenuate aberrant hepatic lipogenesis in
individuals with sleep disruption? Unbiased small-mole-
cule and small interfering RNA screening could be used to
identify key, tissue-specific surface receptors and intracel-
lular factors that mediate circadian metabolic control in a
similar manner as has been previously employed for more
general oscillatory modulators (207–210). This strategy
has the potential to yield highly potent and selective novel
therapies without global detriment to the core clock.

Not only is this concept feasible, but the likelihood is
that many commercially available drugs are already func-
tioning in this very manner. In fact, more than 50% of the
best-selling drugs in the United States target a circadian
gene product (211). This finding demonstrates the pro-
found importance of determining the most appropriate
temporal window of therapeutic opportunity for each for
drug target. Indeed, reevaluation of dosage and time of
delivery for existing drugs that target circadian metabolic
programs may improve efficacy or reduce negative side
effects.

Evolution has installed in us a powerful internal clock
programmed to anticipate physiological events based on a
battery of entrainment cues, including light, temperature,
food, and physical activity. Unfortunately, the infrastruc-
ture of today’s society and our lifestyle choices have
“thrown a wrench” into our biological clockwork. To this
end, uncovering the molecular underpinnings through
which each tissue’s circadian metabolism is coordinated,
we may be able to tinker with the evolutionary toolbox
and bring the clock up to modern times.
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